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Sensors wireless networks (SWN) is an exciting new technology
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with applications in military, industry, and healthcare. These
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applications manage sensitive information in potentially hostile

Keywords

environments. Security is a necessity, but building a SWN

Zero Knowledge

protocol is difficult. Nodes are energy and memory constrained

Protocol,

devices intended to last months. Attackers are physically able to

Sensors Wireless

compromise nodes and attack the network from within. We

Network,

propose a scheme for detection of distributed sensor cloning

Man in the middle

attack and use of zero knowledge protocol (ZKP) for verifying the

attack,

authenticity of the sender sensor nodes. The cloning attack is

Clone attack,

addressed by attaching a unique fingerprint to each node that

Replay attack

depends on the set of neighboring nodes and itself. The
fingerprint is attached with every message a sensor node sends.
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The ZKP is used to ensure non transmission of crucial
cryptographic information in the wireless network in order to
avoid man-in-the middle (MITM) attack and replay attack.
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1. INTRODUCTION
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networks are vulnerable to internal and
external attacks.

A sensors wireless network is simply
defined as a large collection of sensor

The purpose of our proposed system is to

nodes, each equipped with its own sensor,

develop a protocol capable of satisfying the

processor, radio, transceiver and battery.

needs for security, yet remain energy and

Such networks have data acquisition and

memory efficient. We are introducing Zero

data processing capabilities and for this

Knowledge Protocol (ZKP) to deals with

reason, deployed densely throughout the

security of Sensors wireless network(SWN).

area

where

they

monitor

specific

phenomena. Sensors wireless network has

II. SECURITY ISSUES IN SENSORS WIRELESS
NETWORK

a wide range of application in Healthcare,
Industries, Environment and Military.
Sensors

nodes

are

severely

A. Security Attacks
energy

WSN face unique set of security challenges

constrained and expected to last until their

[1]. WSN not only need confidentiality,

energy drains out. Since it is not practical to

authentication and data integrity, but trust

replace the batteries of thousands of sensor

as

nodes, the key challenge in sensor networks

environments

becomes to maximizing the lifetime of

physically tamper with nodes. Nodes must

sensor nodes. Therefore sensing, computing

be produced cheaply to be cost-effective;

and communication protocols must be

therefore

made as energy efficient as possible.

underpowered compared to laptop class

Another key issue in sensors wireless

attackers. Below is an overview of potential

networks is to have secure communication

attacks.

well.

Nodes

deploy

where

nodes

in

hostile

attackers

are

can

severely

between sensor nodes and base station.
However, due to the lack of tamper
resistant packaging and the insecure nature
of wireless communication channels, these

1) Hello Flood
The hello flood attacks nodes using a
powerful transmitter by advertising routes
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4) Sybil Attack

message see the attacker as a nearby node
with a short route to the gateway, but the
attacker is actually outside the transmission
range of most nodes. Neighboring nodes
become confused when data sent to the
advertised route disappear. The hello flood
also works with replayed messages [2].

The Sybil Attack is a class of attacks that
target trust based protocols. The Sybil
Attack relies on the ability to forge or mimic
node identifications in order to produce a
large set of identifications to leverage a
trust based system. By sending false trust
messages from a large set of nodes, the

2) Spoofing/Message Altering

attacker can reduce the trust of innocent
nodes. Sybil is preventable with a key

Spoofed and altered messages are simple

registration system.

attacks that modify messages to confuse
5) Wormhole
message recipients. Altered messages can
spread false routing information to cause

A wormhole is a coordinated attack

bad routing decisions. Bad routing in SWN

between

translates to longer paths and wasted

communicating through other means than

energy. This attack can be defeated by an

the normal communication. An example

integrity

would be two computers at opposite ends

check

such

a

Message

Authentication Code (MAC).

two

attackers

capable

of

of the network, communicating through a
different frequency. The attackers share

3) Replay Attack

information only available to the other

A replay attack captures and retransmits a

node. The attackers then advertise a better

message. Replay attacks are unaffected by

route than the ones available, causing

encryption. A nonce or timestamp is

neighboring nodes to use the attacker as an

necessary to counter replayed messages.

intermediary hop. This attack sets-up other
attacks such as selective forwarding.

Timestamps are preferred by SWN because
they require fewer messages.

6) Selective Forwarding
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Selective

Forwarding

works

when

an

attacking node places itself in the routing

monitors
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nodes

for

“misbehaviors” which are reported and
evaluated. A neighbors trust value entry is

path of another node. The attacker then
chooses which packets to forward to the
next hop and which packets to drop. The
most basic selective forwarding attack is a
sinkhole. A sinkhole drops all arriving
packets. Often routing protocols detect
sinkholes as broken links and attempt to
avoid the link.

used to determine whether a neighbor is
part of a trusted route. Trust is often
established through direct monitoring or
distribution of trust tables called Second
Hand Trust (SHT). Trust based protocols are
not attacker proof, rather they are best
effort attempts at intrusion detection. Trust
protocols often rely on special knowledge
to determine “misbehaviors” which usually

7) Compromised Nodes

means knowing the definition for legal
It is hard to imagine someone physically
breaking into a home computer to attack

application data. Trust protocols are subject
to myriad of problems, one of which is

the network, but this is the reality for SWN

lying. Compromised nodes can collude to

[4]. Imagine a sensor node deployed on the

victimize innocent nodes by passing false

battlefield to detect enemy movement.

second hand trust values.

Attackers have physical access to the
deployed

nodes.

Once

a

node

is

compromised, the attacker has access to
privileged information, such as keys. How
do

we

distinguish

which

nodes

are

compromised? This is where trust protocols
come in. Trust protocols have long existed
for Ad-Hoc networks.

Other problems include false positives and
misdetections. Existing trust protocols for
Ad- Hoc networks rely on flooding to
distribute trust. Flooding is unsuitable for
SWN because of the energy wasted with
redundant

transmissions. In the next

section, we will see and example of a SWN
trust based protocol.

Many trust based protocols use monitoring

III. PROPOSED SYSTEM

similar to watchdog [3]. The watchdog
Available Online At www.ijpret.com
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• Nodes are divided into three categories;
base station, cluster head and member
nodes. Some arbitrary nodes are selected as
cluster heads and generation of cluster
heads is left to the clustering mechanism
(not dealt in this work). Each cluster head
knows about its member nodes, while every
member node knows its cluster head.
Base station stores information of all sensor

Fig.1. Communication in proposed model

nodes (including cluster heads). The base
station maintains complete topological
information about cluster heads and their

The overview of our scheme categorized
into two phases.

respective members.

A. Pre-deployment Phase

• Base station is powerful enough and

Prior to deployment of the nodes in the

cannot be compromised like other nodes of

network, a unique fingerprint for each

the network [5].

sensor node is computed by incorporating

• There is no communication among the

the neighborhood information through a

member

superimposed s-disjunct code [6],[7] and is

nodes.

Figure

1

communications using ZKP in the
proposed model.

describes

preloaded in each node. The fingerprint
allows each node to be different from
others and this fingerprint will remain a
secret and acts as the private key for the
sensor

node

throughout

the

communication process. The base station is
assumed to be aware of the topology of the
network and all neighborhood information.
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deployment,

the

base
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station

third party. Each node is assigned a

computes the finger print for each node in

fingerprint which is used as a private key

the network. For every node u, base station

(secret key). The public key N is shared

finds its neighborhood information.

among the sender (prover) and the receiver
(verifier). Verifier will request for the secret
key of the prover from the base station. The
base station will generate a secret code v =
s2modN (where s is finger print of the
prover and N is the public key). The value of
v is given to the verifier on its request.
During the entire communication process
the secret i.e. fingerprint is never revealed
or transmitted in the network directly. As
explained, in the earlier section, the entire
process of authentication is carried out
between the prover and the verifier until

Fig.2. Fingerprints generation

the receiver node is sure about the
authenticity of the sender node. The verifier
will continue the process of authentication

B. Post deployment phase

involving a series of verification rounds
using ZKP for k times/communications. The

After deployment, a public key N (which is a
value of k depends on the verifier. If the
multiplication of large prime numbers) is
generated by the base station which will be

prover fails to authenticate itself in any one
of the k rounds, then it is considered to be a

shared among any two nodes that will be
compromised node. This scheme will be
communicating at a given time. During the
very helpful in dealing with the cloning
communication the sender node acts as the
attacks [8],[9],[10].
prover while the receiver node acts as the
verifier. The base station acts as the trusted
Available Online At www.ijpret.com
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To

be

effective,

is

communicate with any other node until and

a

unless it is verified (by cluster head if it is a

reasonably large number of rounds (or trials

cloned member node and base station if it

or communications). Each round gives V an

is a cloned cluster head).

conventionally

the

carried

protocol
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out

over

increasing degree of confidence that P
knows the correct number s. The number s
remains private within the domain of the
prover. Since N is a product of at least two

Case 2: When the cloned node uses same id
with same finger print If it uses the same id
’6’, the cluster head of cluster 1 will reject
any communication as node ’6’ as it is not a

large primes unknown

member of cluster ’1’. The base station
which will detect immediately at the
initiation of the communication request.
This scenario is depicted in Figure .

Fig.3. Communication using ZKP
Fig.4. When clone node uses existing ID

IV. RESULT AND DISCUSSION

Case 3:When cloned node uses existing id

A. Clone attack

with a different finger print The cloned
Case 1:When the cloned node uses any
other existing id with same finger print
When a node is compromised and cloned,
its clones are launched in the network and

node having some existing Id can always be
detected by the neighboring nodes (cluster
heads) as the secret finger print of the
cloned node will not match with

try to take part in the communication. The
cloned

nodes

will

not

be

able

to

the finger print possessed by the neighbors.
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Case 4: When a cloned node behaves as a
cluster

head

The

cluster

heads

communicate with base station which has
all information about the nodes. The base
station becomes the verifier and poses the
challenge quesion to the cloned cluster
head and detects the cloning attack through
ZKP.
B. Man in the middle attack
In this type of attack, even though the
attacker

tries

to

make

independent

connections with the victims, it will not be
able to authenticate itself to the end nodes

Fig. 6 When clone node uses same ID
C. Replay attack

(prover and verifier) since it has no clue of
the fingerprint of the two end nodes. In our
model, the finger print of a node never gets
transmitted and the intruder never gets a
chance to know them. Even if the attacker
tries to generate a finger print in some
brute force method, it will not be able to
escape the check as every time a new public
key N and a new random challenge

In this attack, an intruder tries to replay the
earlier communication and authenticate
itself to the verifier. But, as the verifier will
be sending different challenge values for
each

communication,

replaying

earlier

communication will not authenticate the
sender.
D. Experimental Setup

question will be used.
In this system we are going to create
Sensors Wireless Network which belongs
one server and multiple client then
identifying various attacks in SWN by ZKP.
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Client can be registered to network for this

which we have used in our scheme is based

facility

RMI

on the problem of factoring large numbers

programming. Both the client and server

that are product of two or more large

side will communicate by using the zkp

(hundreds of bits) primes. The values of the

protocol.

public

we

need

to

do

java

key

also

changes

with

every

communication, making it more difficult for
E. Performance Analysis

the attacker to guess it. The prover also

The fingerprint generation [5] requires only

generates a random number and the

O(n)

binary

challenge also changes randomly. Thus,

operations are involved in the local FP

with a changed public key, challenge

computation.

question from verifier and a new random

computations

It

as

simple

has

extremely

low

number from the prover, it becomes

computation overhead.

extremely difficult for the attacker to break
ZKP

also

has

lighter

computational

the security.

requirement than public key protocols
(much faster than RSA). Unlike earlier
schemes, the message length in the
proposed model is also less as it does not
send the finger print with every message.
But, in our proposed model, the number of
communications

IV. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we proposed a new security
model to address three important active
attacks namely cloning attack, MITM attack
and Replay attack. We used the concept of
zero knowledge protocol which ensures

increases as it need to communicate with

non-transmission of crucial information

base station to obtain the function of the

between the prover and verifier. The

finger print of the prover to authenticate.

proposed model uses social finger print
together with ZKP to detect clone attacks

F. Cryptographic Strength

and avoid MITM and replay attack. We

The cryptographic strength of ZKP is based

analyzed

various

on few hard to solve problems; the one
Available Online At www.ijpret.com
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cryptographic strength and performance of

Proceedings of the 28th International

the proposed model

Conference

on

Distributed

Computing

Systems, 2008, Pages 3-10.
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